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Abstract – The effect of length difference on oscillation and rotation of the inner tube in a double-walled
carbon nanotube (DWNT) is investigated. In the analysis, the inner tubes of the DWNTs are assumed to
be of the same length but the length of the outer tubes may be different from that of inner tubes. Further,
the outer tube is entirely fixed after adequate relaxation at 300 K and the inner tube is unconstrained and
can move freely in the outer tube. In the simulations, each bi-tube system initially has a symmetric cross-
section, and the inner tube oscillates while rotating along its own axis. The dynamic behavior studied
includes oscillation and rotation of the inner tubes. The oscillation decreases along with an increase in
the length difference. A greater length difference between the two tubes in a bi-tube system leads to
a smaller amplitude of oscillation of mass center of the inner tube (MCIT) and a higher self-rotating
speed. Moreover, the inner tube in a bi-tube with different chirality of the two tubes may have different
self-rotational directions.
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1 Introduction

Since their discovery in 1991 [1], carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) have attracted extensive attention in a variety
of fields of nano-engineering [2–6] due to their supe-
rior physical properties, e.g., high strength/stiffness-to-
density ratio, ultra-low friction among multi-walled car-
bon nanotubes (MWNTs) [7]. For example, Cumings and
Zettl [7] experimentally investigated the telescopic exten-
sion of MWNTs and found ultralow inter-layer friction.
In engineering application, the oscillatory [8–14] and vi-
brational [15–19] behaviour of CNTs has recently been re-
ported. Zheng and Jiang [8] proposed that MWNTs could
function as a gigahertz oscillator in nanoelectromechani-
cal systems (NEMS). They also found that when the os-
cillation of the inner tube is activated by van der Waals
force of the outer shell, the amplitude gradually decreases
and the frequency increases because of the frictional force
between the inner and outer tubes. Since then, effects
of different parameters of MWNTs on oscillatory behav-
iors have been investigated [10–13]. For example, Rivera
et al. [13, 14] analyzed the oscillatory behavior of in-
commensurate and commensurate double-walled carbon
nanotubes (DWNTs) at different temperatures. Recently,
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some effective approaches have been suggested to control
the behavior of oscillators [20–22]. Cox et al. [20] pro-
posed C60-carbon nanotube oscillators that can generate
frequencies as high as tens of gigahertz owing to the oscil-
latory motion of the C60 molecule inside the single-walled
carbon nanotube. To create an oscillator with super-low
damping, Neild et al. [22] exerted periodic forces on the
core tube of DWNTs.

Besides axial gigahertz oscillator, DWNTs and
MWNTs are widely used as nano resonator with radial
vibrational function. Investigations on this topic have
been conducted both theoretically [15–17] and experimen-
tally [18, 19]. For example, Li and Kardomateas [17] pro-
posed a nonlocal shell model of MWNTs embedded in
an elastic media to study vibrational behavior at small
length scale. The results show that natural frequencies
can be influenced significantly by their geometric sizes
with inverse relationship. Liu et al. [19] studied radial
breathing mode oscillation of DWNTs with different chi-
rality through TEM and laser beam.

The above studies show that the oscillatory behavior
of MWNTs depends basically on two factors: one is the
friction between adjacent walls; the other is the end-effect,
i.e., the attraction at the ends of outer tubes to the inner
tube(s). In particular, Xia and Curtin [23] used a molec-
ular dynamic (MD) method to calculate the pullout force
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Fig. 1. Four geometries of DWNTs with chirality of (9, 9)/(14, 14), length of 5.99 nm for all inner tubes and outer tubes of
different lengths: (a) 4.24 nm, (b) 3.99 nm, (c) 3.74 nm and (d) 2.00 nm.

and friction of DWNTs, demonstrating that the pullout
forces of inner tube walls with fractured ends were al-
most three to four times greater than those of inner tube
walls with capped ends. Therefore, end-effect plays an
important role in the dynamic properties of CNTs. To
our knowledge, however, no accurate continuum mechan-
ics solution is available in the literature for DWNTs with
different lengths between inner and outer tubes. There
is also no accurate shell model for the description of the
present DWCNT system. It is may be due to the diffi-
culty in handling the different lengths of walls in DWCNT
and the interaction of atoms at the ends of walls being
different from that in the mid-part of walls in our re-
cent motor trans-systems. In the present work, we will
present a systematic study of the length-difference effect
of DWNTs on their oscillatory and rotational behavior
using MD method.

2 Physical models and parameters

In this section MD simulations are presented to
demonstrate the length difference effect of DWNTs. In
the simulations, the AIREBO potential [24] is used to
evaluate the interaction between adjacent carbon atoms
and the Verlet integration scheme is employed using a
time-step size of 1 fs. As for oscillation and rotation
frequencies in this work are at gigahertz level, 1 fem-
tosecond is small enough to achieve satisfactory accu-
racy in the present simulations. Figure 1 shows four dif-
ferent DWNTs, (9, 9)/(14, 14), in which the length of
the inner tube is 5.99 nm with 882 carbon atoms and
the lengths of outer tubes (i.e., (14, 14)) are 4.24 nm,
3.99 nm, 3.74 nm and 2.00 nm, respectively. The num-
bers of atoms in the outer tubes are 980, 924, 868 and
476 for the different lengths, respectively. To study the

effect of chirality on the dynamic behavior of DWNTs,
an example of (13, 5)/(20, 7) DWNTs is also considered.

The classical molecular dynamics code of
LAMMPS [25] is used in all the following simula-
tions on a computer with 6-core (2.0 GHz) and 32GB
RAM. After 40 ps of relaxation of the system under
a Nose-Hoover style thermostat at 300 K, the outer
tubes are entirely fixed and the entire inner tubes are
unconstrained.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Oscillation behavior of inner tubes

Figure 2 shows the oscillatory behavior of mass cen-
ters of inner tubes. As the length difference between the
inner and outer tubes increases, the distance between the
MCIT zigzagging and the symmetric plane of the outer
tube (broken lines in Fig. 2) increases, but the degree
of oscillation decreases (see Fig. 2). The major reason is
that the oscillation of the potential energy (Fig. 3c) varies
within a very small range. If the length of outer tube is far
less than that of the inner tube, as in the bi-tubes in Fig-
ure 2d, the MCIT usually stays at one side of the symmet-
ric plane of the outer tube and the oscillating amplitude
of MCIT tends to be very small. It can be seen from Fig-
ure 3c that the decrease in potential energy of the bi-tube
system increases more quickly when the length difference
between the inner and outer tubes increases. However, it
is uncertain at which side of the symmetric plane of the
outer tube the MCIT will stay (see Fig. 2, the MCIT is at
the upper side for cases (b) and (d), and at the lower side
for case (c)). These phenomena mentioned can also be
found in Figure 4II, in which the (13, 5)/(20, 7) DWNT
is involved.
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Fig. 2. Position of mass centre of inner tube (MCIT) of four
DWNTs with different outer tube lengths.

3.2 Rotational behavior of inner tube

In addition to oscillating, the inner tube also rotates
around its own axis in the length direction. After relax-
ation of DWNTs, inner tubes perform asymmetry config-
uration. Some of the atoms are close to the outer tubes
and the repulsive force applied on such atoms increases
sharply. Then after several steps of simulation, the rota-
tion of inner tubes is observed. For example, the rota-
tional frequency of the inner tube in the 2 nm outer tube
(Fig. 3a) changes most quickly and tends to be within
[168, 171] GHz after 2530 ps. As the length of the outer
tube increases, the rotational speed of the inner tube de-
creases, and the time needed for the inner tube to ap-
proach stable rotation increases. For instance, the stable
rotating speed reaches [120, 132] GHz after 3500 ps for
the bi-tube with the 3.74 nm outer tube, and [75.5, 83.5]
GHz after 6000 ps for that with the 3.99 nm outer tube
(see Fig. 4I). The average rotational velocity of the in-
ner tube within the 4.24 nm outer tube is zero, as veri-
fied in Figure 3b. For the bi-tube with the 3.99 nm outer
tube, the rotational speed increases monotonously, start-
ing from 1430 ps. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the
greater in decrease in potential energy, the higher is the

Fig. 3. Rotational frequency, energy and potential energy of
four DWNTs with different outer tube lengths.

excited rotational speed of the inner tube after a shorter
time.

Furthermore, as viewed from right to left of the
DWNT, we found that the rotation of inner tube is coun-
terclockwise around its own axis for the cases of Fig-
ures 1b–1d. In contrast, the inner tube rotates clockwise
for the case of the (13, 5)/(10, 7) bi-tube with 2.18 nm
outer tube and 6.00 nm inner tube.

4 Conclusions

The end-effect on the dynamic behavior of DWNTs is
investigated using the classical molecular dynamics code
of LAMMPS. These DWNTs consist of inner tubes of the
same length and outer tubes of different lengths. The in-
ner tubes show both rotation along their own axis and
oscillation within the outer tubes when the temperature
is at 300 K. As the length difference between the two tubes
in the bi-tube system increases, the amplitude of oscilla-
tion of the MCIT decreases (tending to zero in the case of
Fig. 2d) and the rotational speed increases. The dynamic
behaviors of rotation and oscillation depend directly on
changes in the system’s potential energy.
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(I) (9,9)/(14,14) system with 3.99 nm 
length of outer tube 

(II) (13,5)/(20,7) system with 2.18 nm  
length of outer tube 

Fig. 4. Dynamic behavior of the inner tube in DWNTs systems with 6.00 nm length of inner tube at 300 K: (I) (9,9)/(14,14)
bi-tube system; (II) (13,5)/(20,7) bi-tube system.
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